FERRARI OF ATLANTA’S RIDES TO REMEMBER

RIDES TO REMEMBER

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
Bringing smiles to kids at;
Camp Sunshine, Atlanta Ronald McDonald House Charities, Cure Childhood Cancer

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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INTRODUCTION
DON’T WORRY BE HAPPY!
Is easier said than done for kids with cancer and their families.

Rides to Remember is an annual event that gives childhood cancer
patients and their families a reason to smile as they are whizzed around
Atlanta Motorsports Park (AMP) racetrack in Ferrari’s, Maserati’s and
other exotic luxury vehicles for a ride to remember.
Last year in our 15th year of Rides to Remember, we set our goals high and
we reached about 60% of our target. This year we really need your help to
succeed our goal and bring a record amount of joy and happy memories to
these families in need.

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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OUR BIG HAIRY AUDACIOUS GOALS

01

To raise $50,000 to provide a fully catered day of fun, laughs and
smiles at the 15th Annual Rides to Remember for 200 sick kids
and their families, who need it most.

02

To raise $50,000 so Camp Sunshine to provide; 1 week of summer
camp for 50 children with cancer

03

To raise $50,000 so Cure Childhood Cancer can provide
participation for; 50 children in a potentially life-saving precision
medicine study.

04

To raise $50,000 so Atlanta Ronald McDonald House can support;
50 families to stay for a week while their child is in hospital.

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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OUR WONDERFUL CHARITIES

CAMP SUNSHINE

ATLANTA RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE

CURE CHILDHOOD CANCER

My Camp Sunshine is where kids with cancer
can come to camp and be kids again. Enriching
the lives of Georgia’s children with cancer and
their families. Help us make a difference by
giving to help local children.

Atlanta Ronald McDonald House Charities
provides a home away from home for families
of ill and injured children who must travel to
receive treatment in the Atlanta area hospitals.

CURE is dedicated to conquering childhood
cancer through funding targeted research while
supporting patients and their families.

The Ronald McDonald House is a beacon of
hope for families during the toughest crisis of
their lives. Keep families close by giving today.

Funded $27,400,000 towards research
Provided $1,677,296 in financial assistance
Served over $113,876 meals in the hospital

Each summer we serve between 375-400
children during our 2 weeks of summer camp.
Since our first camp in 1983, we have served
8,856 children and teens at our summer camp.
But we also serve children and families in
Georgia throughout the year as well, last year
alone we had 264 programs over 281 days with
7,885 participants.

VISIT WEBSITE

In the last 10 years, Cure has;

VISIT WEBSITE

VISIT WEBSITE

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
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AN UNBELIEVABLE OPPORTUNITY
How many opportunities do you get to partner with a household name
like Ferrari?
In the world of motoring, there is no logo so iconic as Ferrari’s
Prancing Horse. Now a trademark of Ferrari, the horse is synonymous
with power and grace – and is said to bring luck to anyone who’s
vehicle bears the emblem. This level of brand recognition is one of the
many reasons that Ferrari is one of the world’s most powerful brands
still to this day.
Scuderia Ferrari are the oldest surviving and one of the most
successful Formula One teams in history, having competed in every
world championship since the 1950 season, and winning a total of 228
races across the last half-century.

How many opportunities do you have to partner in changing 200
children’s lives, children who are living with cancer that because of
YOU will get to THRIVE for a day?

Since the introduction of Netflix’s Drive to Survive series in 2019, US
fans of Ferrari racing has doubled!

Partner with Ferrari of Atlanta, and you will not only impact
over 1000 drivers, participants, volunteers, VIPS and sponsors,
but you will also positively impact your own brand.

It’s not just super racers but superstars also bringing recognition
to these supercars, from Christian Bale to Leonardo DiCaprio, the
number of famous Ferrari drivers who have been seen behind the
wheel of Ferraris, have heightened the brand’s cache remarkably.

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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SO HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Step One:
Choose a major Sponsorship Package, add/or make your own
from our list of available Sponsorship Items, to make this event
possible.
Step Two:
Pair the above with a fundraising item and change the outcome
of childhood cancer today.

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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DIAMOND SPONSOR
1 AVAILABLE

Pre-promotion Recognition
Enjoy the only sponsorship opportunity to participate in
Equal Branding Rights alongside Ferrari of Atlanta
PR and Media Coverage Inclusions
Website Feature Recognition
Logo on Rides to Remember website, unlimited Social Media
Recognition, unlimited inclusion in Email Communications to our
community, Certificate of Sponsorship
Day of Event Recognition
Enjoy the only sponsorship opportunity to participate in
Equal Branding Rights alongside Ferrari of Atlanta
Opening Remarks & Ribbon Cutting
Media Coverage Inclusions
Event MC Recognition, 10x10 Promotional Space, Logo on Event Shirt,
Invite to Breakfast with the Drivers and Post Event Party with Ferrari

personal, drivers & other sponsors, Gift Bag inclusion, Step & Repeat
Logo featured, Logo in the Day of Event Brochure.
Only top tier sponsors enjoy:
Step & Repeat Logo placement
Logo on day of event signage.
Full Page Special Offer Advertised in Day of Event Brochure
$5000 Ferrari Merchandise Gift Card (1)

TOTAL COST

$25,000
Change up to 50 kids lives today.

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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PLATINUM SPONSOR
2 AVAILABLE

Pre-promotion Recognition
Logo on Rides to Remember website, unlimited Social Media
Recognition, unlimited inclusion in Email Communications to our
community, Certificate of Sponsorship
Day of Event Recognition
Event MC Recognition, 10x10 Promotional Space, Logo on Event
Shirt, Invite to Breakfast with the Drivers and Post Event Party with
Ferrari personal, drivers & other sponsors, Gift Bag inclusion, Logo
in Day of Event Brochure.

Only top tier sponsors enjoy:
Step & Repeat Logo placement
Logo on day of event signage.
Special Offer Advertised in Day of Event Brochure (½ Page)
Track Day Experience with professional race car drivers at Atlanta
Motorsports Park

TOTAL COST

$15,000
Change up to 30 kids lives today.

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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GOLD SPONSOR
3 AVAILABLE

Pre-promotion Recognition
Logo on Rides to Remember website, monthly Social Media
Recognition, one inclusion in Email Communications to our
community, Certificate of Sponsorship
Day of Event Recognition
Event MC Recognition, 10x10 Promotional Space, Logo on Event Shirt,
Invite to Breakfast with the Drivers and Post Event Party with Ferrari
personal, drivers & other sponsors, Gift Bag inclusion, Logo in Day of
Event Brochure.

Only top tier sponsors enjoy:
Step & Repeat Logo placement
Special Offer Advertised in Day of Event Brochure (½ Page)
Track Day Experience with professional race car drivers at Atlanta
Motorsports Park

TOTAL COST

$10,000
Change up to 20 kids lives today.

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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SILVER SPONSOR
5 AVAILABLE

Pre-promotion Recognition
Logo on Rides to Remember website, monthly Social Media
Recognition, one inclusion in Email Communications to our
community, Certificate of Sponsorship.

Only top tier sponsors enjoy:
Step & Repeat Logo placement
Special Offer Advertised in Day of Event Brochure (1⁄3 Page)

Day of Event Recognition
Event MC Recognition, 10x10 Promotional Space, Logo on Event Shirt,
Invite to Breakfast with the Drivers and Post Event Party with Ferrari
personal, drivers & other sponsors, Gift Bag inclusion, Logo in Day of
Event Brochure.

TOTAL COST

$7,500
Change up to 15 kids lives today.

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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BRONZE SPONSOR
5 AVAILABLE

Pre-promotion Recognition
Logo on Rides to Remember website, monthly Social Media
Recognition, one inclusion in Email Communications to our
community, Certificate of Sponsorship
Day of Event Recognition
Event MC Recognition, 10x10 Promotional Space, Logo on Event Shirt,
Invite to Breakfast with the Drivers and Post Event Party with Ferrari
personal, drivers & other sponsors, Gift Bag inclusion, Logo in Day of
Event Brochure.
Only top tier sponsors enjoy:
Special Offer Advertised in Day of Event Brochure (1⁄3 Page)

TOTAL COST

$5,000
Change up to 10 kids lives today.

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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AVAILABLE SPONSORSHIP ITEMS

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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Registration Station Sponsor

Opportunity to “own” the ARRIVAL registration desk, where every volunteer, participant and family
member will check in to on the day. Hand out promotional materials, set up a product display or
demonstration space.

$1500

Branded Water Sponsor

720 bottles of water branded with your logo and handed to all event attendees as a usable keepsake.

SOLD

Breakfast with the Drivers

Sponsor the breakfast for our 150 Drivers and use this time to network with the drivers and display and
promote your products or services. PLUS Receive a 5 minute speaking spot in the drivers briefing.

SOLD

Breakfast at the Track

Sponsor the breakfast for our 150 kids and their families and you will also get to use this time to network
with them and promote your products or services.

$2000

Event Lunch Sponsor

Cater the lunch for all attendees and have your logo on the lunch vouchers, lunch menus and set up
your own promotional activation in the upstairs inside lunch space with banners or products on display.

SOLD

Name Tag Sponsor for VIPs, Drivers, Volunteers
and Participants

500 keepsake name tags branded with your logo and given to all VIPS, Drivers, Kids, Volunteers and
Staff to wear for the day.

SOLD

Entertainment Sponsor (Music/DJ)

Bring the event to life as the Entertainment sponsor and not only do you get to brand the stage at Ferrari
and AMP, you also receive a branded video at the end of the event for your promotional use!

$5000

Photo booth Sponsor

Have your logo added to the all important keepsake for the day - what last more then memories? Photos!

$500

Kids Passport Sponsor

After the success of last years Kids Passport - we are bringing it back again! These keepsake booklets
are used all day as kids stamp their way through the lineup of cars. Own a full page as the sponsor.

SOLD

Gift Bag Sponsor for Drivers

150 Gift Bags branded with your logo and given to all Drivers to take home as a souvenir and gift for their
generosity.

$3750

Gift Bag Sponsor for Participants

200 Gift Bags branded with your logo and given to all Kids/Participants to take home as a souvenir to
commemorate the day.

$2500

Promotional Booth/ Activation Participant
(10x10 space)

Showcase your brand or product with your own 10x10 promotional booth, put on an activity for the kids
and families or hand out samples of your family friendly product.

$1500

T-Shirt Sponsor (Placement: Back)

Help support the day and our fundraising goals and receive recognition on the back of the event t-shirt
that goes out to all attendees.

$950

T-Shirt Sponsor (Placement: Left Sleeve)

Help support the day and our fundraising goals and own the LEFT SLEEVE placement of the event t-shirt
that goes out to all attendees.

SOLD

T-Shirt Sponsor (Placement: Right Sleeve)

Help support the day and our fundraising goals and own the RIGHT SLEEVE placement of the event
t-shirt that goes out to all attendees.

SOLD

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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HOW WILL YOUR MONEY MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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ATLANTA RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE

DONATIONS

Support a Family for one night

$125

Support a Family for two nights

$250

Support a Family for four nights

$500

Support a Family for seven nights - (average stays per family)

$875

Hands of Hope - $1,000, $1500, $2000, $2,500

$1000 - $2500

Adopt a room - guest suite

$5000

Adopt a room - 2 bedroom transplant suite

$7000

CURE

DONATIONS

1 x counselling session for a patient, parent or sibling

$100

30 x meals to hospitalized children and family members

$200

3 x Patients Prescriptions covered

$500

22 x resource totes for newly diagnosed families

$1000

50 x gas cards for families to help with transportation to the hospital for treatment

$2500

1 x child to participate in a potentially life-saving precision medicine study

$5000

CAMP SUNSHINE

DONATIONS

Sends welcome bags to 5 newly diagnosed camper families

$100

Purchases arts and crafts supplies for our hospital based program, Sunshine 2U

$250

Provides spa services for families who attend a Spa Night program the Camp Sunshine House

$500

Sends a child to Summer Camp for a week

$1000

Awards a college scholarship to a cancer survivor

$2500

Allows for 8 camper families to attend a Family Camp Weekend

$5000

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.
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JOIN THESE OTHER AMAZING PAST SPONSORS
AND BRING A SMILE TO A CHILD TODAY!

Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
charity under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code (Federal Tax ID: 27-6601178). Contributions to Rides to Remember are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.

RIDES TO REMEMBER
Creating new magical memories for the kids & families of
Camp Sunshine, Atlanta Ronald McDonald House Charities, &Cure Childhood Cancer.

For more information on how you can make a difference today, please contact:
Olivia White
404.903.2567
info@ridestoremember.org
Rides to Remember is a Georgia non-profit corporation operating through a fiscal sponsorship with the Players Philanthropy Fund, a Maryland charitable trust recognized by IRS as a tax-exempt public
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